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Chapter6

Energy Use, Fossil

Fuels, COZ Emissions,

and Global Climate
Change
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Review Questions
1. Define the term commercialenergy.
2. What is the equation relating exponential
growth to the annual increase in a quantity?
3. How does the rate of energy usage by a country
depend on its population and its GDP?

4. Define the term energyintensity.Describehow
the energy intensity has changed over the last few
decades (a) globally, (b) for the United States,

7. What is the main component of naturalgas?
Write out the balanced chemical equation
illustrating its combustion.
8. Why is natural gas considered to be an
environmentally superior fuel to oil or coal?What
phenomenon involved in its transmission by
pipeline might offset this advantage?

and (c) for China.

9. What is meant by the term CNG? What are
the advantages and disadvantages to fueling
vehicles with CNG? What is meant by LPG?

5. What are the five main global sourcesof
primary commercial energy?

hydrocarbons present in crude oil?

6. What are the ultimate origins of coal, oil, and
natural gas? Which fuel is in greatest reserve
abundance?

11. What is meant by the term heavyoil?Why
does it require a large amount of energy to extract
petroleum from Alberta oil sands?

10. What are the three important classesof

Green Chemistry Questions
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21. Define enhanced oil recoveryand explain its
relationship to the underground storage of carbon
dioxide.

22. What are salineaquifers?Explain how they
might be used to store carbon dioxide.

23. Define the two meanings of the term carbon
intensity. What equation relates them to the Kaya
identity?

24. Explain why the concentration of C02 in air
is expected to rise linearly with time if its rate of
emission remains a constant.

gases,and two techniques that are more
emission
to moreconcentrated sources of the
appropriate

25. Explain the reasons why sea levels are
expected to rise as global air temperatures increase.

and state its advantages
17.Defineoxycombustion,

26. List some of the consequences, including
those affecting human health, that may occur as a
result of climate change in the future. Why might
soil in some areas be too dry for agriculture even
though more rain falls on it?

Foreach technique, specify whether a
gas.
or a physical process is involved.
chemical
andlimitations.

18.Sketchqualitatively the phase diagram for
showingthe lack of a liquid state under
C02,
ambientpressure.

19.Whatis mean by a supercritical fluid? What are
someof its characteristics?

20.Explainthe difference between ocean acidic

neutraltechniques of storing C02 in
andocean
Howdoesdepth of disposal play an
oceans.
important
role in sequestering carbon dioxide in
seawater?

27. What was the Kyoto Protocol?What gases are
limited in their emissions under it?

28. Describethe cap-and-tradescheme whereby a
nation's allocation of carbon dioxide emissions
could be traded on a market. Describe two schemes
by which initial allocations could be made.

29. What is a carbontax, and what are the
arguments in favor of it? Why do you think many
people oppose it?

GreenChemistry Questions
l. Theformationof polylactic acid (PLA) from
biomass
developedby Cargill Dow won a

Presidential
GreenChemistryChallenge
Award.

(a)Whichofthe
three focus areas (see page xxviii)
forthese
awardsdoes this award best fit into?
(b)Listthree
of the twelve principles of green
chemistry
(seepages xxiii—xxiv) that are addressed

by the green chemistry developed by Cargill
Dow.

2. What are the environmental advantages of
using PLA in place of petroleum-based polymers?
3. Why does the use of biodegradablepolymers (to
replace petroleum-based polymers) not offer complete
solutionsto energy and environmental problems?

